It is known that every multigraph with an even number of edges has an even orientation (i.e., all indegrees are even). We study parity constrained graph orientations under additional constraints. We consider two types of constraints for a multigraph G = (V, E): (1) an exact conflict constraint is an edge set C ⊆ E and a vertex v ∈ V such that C should not equal the set of incoming edges at v; (2) a subset conflict constraint is an edge set C ⊆ E and a vertex v ∈ V such that C should not be a subset of incoming edges at v. We show that it is NP-complete to decide whether G has an even orientation with exact or subset conflicts, for all conflict sets of size two or higher. We present efficient algorithms for computing parity constrained orientations with disjoint exact or subset conflict pairs.
Introduction
An orientation of an undirected multigraph is an assignment of a direction to each edge. It is well known [14] that a connected multigraph has an even orientation (i.e., all indegrees are even) iff the total number of edges is even. In the parity constrained orientation (pco) problem, we are given a multigraph G = (V, E) and a function p : V 0 → {0, 1} for some subset V 0 ⊆ V , and we wish to find an orientation of G such that the indegree of every vertex v ∈ V 0 is p(v) modulo 2, or report that no such orientation exists. This problem has a simple solution in O(|V | + |E|) time [14] . Motivated by applications in geometric graph theory, we consider pco under additional constraints of the following two types:
1. an exact conflict constraint is a pair (C, v) ∈ 2 E × V of a set C of edges and a vertex v such that C should not equal to the set of incoming edges at v;
2. a subset conflict constraint is a pair (C, v) ∈ 2 E × V of a set C of edges and a vertex v such that C should not be a subset of incoming edges at v;
We denote by pco-ec and pco-sc, respectively, the pco problem with exact conflicts and subset conflicts. We wish to find an orientation of G such that the indegree of every vertex v ∈ V 0 is p(v) modulo 2, and satisfies all additional constraints. Two (exact or subset) conflicts, (C 1 , v 1 ) and (C 2 , v 2 ), are disjoint if v 1 = v 2 or C 1 ∩ C 2 = ∅. This means that disjoint conflicts at any fixed vertex correspond to disjoint edge sets. Let pco-dec (resp., pco-dsc) denote pco with pairwise disjoint exact (resp., subset) conflicts. If |C| = k for some integer k ∈ N in all conflicts (C, v) ∈ 2 E × V , we talk about the problems pco-kec, pco-ksc, pco-kdec, and pco-kdsc. If |C| = 2 for a conflict (C, v), we say that C is a conflict pair of edges. Results. We show that pco-ec and pco-sc are NP-complete, and in fact already pco-2ec and pco-2sc are NP-complete. These problems are fixed parameter tractable: if G has m edges and there are s k conflicts of size k = 2, 3, . . ., then they can be solved in O((m 1.5 + n(n + m)) k≥2 (k + 1) s k ) and O((n + m) k≥2 k s k ) time, respectively. On the other hand, we present polynomial time algorithms for the variants with pairwise disjoint conflicts. Specifically, if the multigraph G = (V, E) has n vertices and m edges, then both pco-dec and pco-dsc can be solved in O(m 2.5 ) time. For pco-2dec, if no feasible orientation exists, we can compute an orientation with the maximum number of vertices satisfying the parity constraints within the same runtimes.
Motivation. An even orientation subject to disjoint exact conflict pairs was a crucial tool in the recent solution of the disjoint compatible matching conjecture [2, 12] (see details below). The exact conflict constraint differs substantially from typical constraints in combinatorial optimization-it cannot be expressed as a linear inequality with 0-1 variables corresponding to the orientation of the edges. This led us to start a systematic study of pco-ec. For comparison, we also considered subset conflicts, which have a natural integer programming representation. The two types of conflict constraints are indeed quite different.
Application. The exact conflict pair constraint originates from the disjoint compatible matching problem in geometric graph theory. It is clear that every 1-factor (i.e., matching) can be augmented to a 2-factor by adding new edges. This, however, is not always possible if the input is a crossingfree straight-line graph in the plane, and it has to be augmented with compatible (i.e., noncrossing) straight-line edges. It was conjectured [2] that every geometric matching with an even number of edges can be augmented to a crossing-free 2-factor (Disjoint Compatible Matching Conjecture). This conjecture has recently been proved [12] . The new edges are added inside the faces of a convex decomposition of the input matching. A crucial lemma in the proof claims that an augmentation to a 2-factor exists iff the dual graph of the convex decomposition has an even orientation that avoids a collection of pairwise disjoint exact conflict pairs [2, 12] . Our algorithm for pco-2dec can decide whether such an orientation exists in O(|M | 2.5 ) time.
Related previous work. Graph orientations are fundamental in combinatorial optimization. It is a primitive often used for representing a variety of other problems. For example, unique sink orientations of polytopes are used for modeling pivot rules in linear programming [15] , and Pfaffian orientations are used for counting perfect matchings in a graph [14] .
Hakimi [11] gave equivalent combinatorial conditions for the existence of an edge orientation with prescribed indegrees. These were generalized by Frank [6] for indegrees of subsets of vertices. Felsner et al. [4, 5] computed the asymptotic number of orientations with given indegrees. The graph orientation problem where the indegree of each vertex must be between given upper and lower bounds was solved by Frank and Gyárfás [7] . Frank et al. [10] also solved the variant of this problem under parity constraints at the vertices. Frank et al. [8] characterized parity constrained graph orientations where the resulting digraph has k edge-disjoint spanning arborescences with given roots. Frank and Király [9] characterized graphs that admit k-edge-connected parity constrained orientations under any parity constraint where sum of parities equals the number of edges modulo 2. Khanna et al. [13] devised approximation algorithms for an orientation constrained network design problem, but they do not consider parity or conflict constraints.
Proof techniques and organization. The NP-hardness proofs and our algorithms are broken into elementary reduction steps, each of which uses some simple gadget, that is, a small graph with some carefully placed conflicts. These gadgets are quite remarkable and fun to work with, as they allow for a systematic treatment of all variants of the conflict-free graph orientation problem.
In Section 2, we reduce (1-in-3)-sat to pco-ec and pco-sc, independently. In Section 3, we first reduce pco-2dec to a maximum matching problem in a modified line graph. Then we reduce pco-dec, with disjoint conflicts of size at least 2, to disjoint conflict pairs. Finally, the problem pco-dsc, with disjoint subset conflicts, is reduced to pco-2dec.
NP-completeness for exact and subset conflicts
We reduce (1-in-3)-sat to each of pco-2ec and pco-2sc. It follows that pco-kec, pco-ksc, pco-ec and pco-sc are also NP-hard. (1-in-3)-sat is known to be an NP-hard problem [3] . It asks whether a boolean expression in conjunctive normal form with 3 literals per clause can be satisfied such that each clause contains exactly one true literal.
NP-completeness of pco-2ec
Let I be an instance of (1-in-3)-sat with variables X 1 , . . . , X n and clauses C 1 , . . . , C m . We construct a multigraph G I = (V, E) and a set C I ⊂ E 2 × V of exact conflict pairs (refer to Fig. 2 ; arcs denote exact conflict pairs). For each variable X i , we construct a caterpillar graph as follows. Create a chain of vertices labeled x i1 , x i2 , x i3 , . . . , x i(2m) . Attach three edges to the first and the last vertex of this chain, and attach two edges to all interior vertices of the chain. We call these the legs of the caterpillar. At each vertex x ij , let every pair of adjacent edges be an exact conflict pair.
For each clause C j , create a node c j . We attach to c j a leg from each of the three caterpillars corresponding to the variables that appear in C j . Specifically, if variable X i appears in clause C j , attach some edge leaving vertex x i(2j−1) to c j ; if X i appears in clause C j , attach some edge leaving x i(2j) to c j . At this point, each node c j has degree exactly 3, because each clause contains exactly three variables in instance I of (1-in-3)-sat. Additionally, for each node c j create two more nodes a j and b j , each connected to c j by a single edge; make these edges an exact conflict pair. Finally, create an additional node v 0 , and connect all "unused" legs of the caterpillars to is odd, create an additional vertex v 0 connected to v 0 by a single edge. We will now show that a conflict-free even orientation of G I corresponds to a true instance I of (1-in-3)-sat.
Lemma 1. Instance I of (1-in-3)-sat is true iff there is an exact conflict-free even orientation for graph G I and set C I of exact conflict pairs.
Proof. Assume instance I of 1-in-3-sat is true. That is, there is a valid truth assignment for all variables X i such that each clause C j contains exactly one true literal. We construct a conflict-free even orientation for G I and C I as follows. If variable X i is true, then for all , orient all edges incident to x i(2 −1) towards x i(2 −1) , and all edges incident to x i(2 ) away from x i (2 ) . Note that the indegree of the vertices x i in the caterpillar are alternately 0 and 4, and hence no exact conflict pair equals the set of edges oriented into one of these nodes. Similarly, if variable X i is false, then orient all edges incident to x i(2 −1) away from x i(2 −1) , and all edges incident to x i(2 ) towards x i(2 ) . Orient each edge a j c j and b j c j towards c j . The legs of caterpillars oriented away from c j correspond to a 'true' assignment while legs oriented into c j correspond to a 'false' assignment. Since exactly one literal in each C j is true, exactly one of 5 incident edges is oriented away from c j . That is, the indegree of each c j is 4. We now have a conflict-free even orientation for G I and C I , as required. Assume now that there is a conflict-free even orientation for G I and C I . The parity constraints and the conflict pairs ensure that all 4 edges incident to each x i are oriented either to x i or away from x i . Therefore, the indegrees of the nodes x i1 , . . . , x i(2m) are alternately 0 and 4. If all incident edges are oriented into x i1 , then set X i 'true,' otherwise set X i 'false.' Our construction ensures that the indegree of each c j is exactly four. Since both a j c j and b j c j must be oriented into c j , exactly two legs of some caterpillars are oriented to c j (and exactly one away from c j ). This guarantees that each C j contains exactly two false literals and one true literal, and so this truth assignment for all variables is a valid solution to instance I of 1-in-3-sat.
By augmenting the conflict sets by additional edges, if necessary, we see that pco-kec is also NP-hard. It is clear that these problems are in NP: one can check in linear time whether the parity and all additional constraints are satisfied. Theorem 1. Problems pco-ec and pco-kec, for every k ≥ 2, are NP-complete.
NP-completeness of pco-2sc
We now reduce (1-in-3)-sat to pco-2sc. Let I be an instance of (1-in-3)-sat with variables X 1 , . . . , X n and clauses C 1 , . . . , C m . We construct a multigraph G I = (V, E) and a set C I ⊂ E 2 × V of subset conflict pairs ( Fig. 3 ; arcs denote subset conflict pairs). For each variable X i , create a circuit (x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x im ) of length m. Label the edge connecting x i and x i, +1 as z il . (All arithmetic with index is performed modulo m). To each x i , attach two additional edges, y i and y i . Mark the edge pairs {z i , z i, +1 }, {z i , y i, +1 }, and {z i , y il } as subset conflict pairs.
For each clause C j , create a node c j . If X i is in clause C j , attach the edge y ij to c j . Similarly, if X i occurs in clause C j , attach the edge y ij to c j . At this point, each node c j should have degree 3, since each clause in instance I of (1-in-3)-sat contains three variables. Label every pair of edges incident on c j as a subset conflict pair. Additionally, for each node c j create one more node a j connected to c j by a single edge. Finally, create an additional node v 0 and connect it to all "unused" edges y i or y i ; if |E(G I )| is odd, create node v 0 and connect it to node v 0 by a single edge.
Lemma 2. Instance I of (1-in-3)-sat is true iff there is a subset conflict-free even orientation for graph G I and set C I of subset conflict pairs.
Proof. Assume that instance I of (1-in-3)-sat is true. That is, there exists a truth assignment for all variables X i such that exactly one literal in each clause C j is true. If X i is true, orient edge z i from x i to x i, +1 for all ; orient y i away from x i ; and orient y i into x i . Then, at each x i , the indegree is 2, but no two conflicting edges are oriented into x i . If X i is false, orient all edges of the variable gadget in the opposite way. Since each C j has exactly one true literal, exactly one of the three edges from variable gadgets is oriented into c j . Orient edge a j c j into c j ; now, the indegree of both a j and c j is even, and no two edges oriented into c j are in conflict. We have constructed a conflict-free even orientation of G I .
Assume now that there exists a conflict-free even orientation for G I and C I . The subset conflict pairs along the circuit (x i1 , . . . , x im ) ensure that the circuit is oriented cyclically. If z i1 is oriented away from x i1 , then set X i to 'true,' otherwise to 'false.' In either case, exactly one edge of the circuit is oriented into each x i . Since the indegree has to be even, exactly one of y i and y i is oriented into x i . The subset conflicts imply that if X i is true, y i is oriented into x i and y i is oriented away, while if X i is false, y i is oriented into x i and y i is oriented away. In other words, edges oriented towards c j correspond to an assignment of 'true' for the corresponding variable, while edges oriented away from c j correspond to assignments of 'false' for the corresponding variables. For each node c j , the conflicts we imposed ensure that exactly two edges are oriented into c j , and one of them is a j c j . Hence, exactly one variable in each clause has been set to true, as required.
By augmenting the conflict sets with additional edges, if necessary, we see that pco-ksc is also NP-hard. It is clear that these problems are in NP: one can check in linear time whether the parity and all additional constraints are satisfied.
Theorem 2. Problems pco-sc and pco-ksc, for every k ≥ 2, are NP-complete.
Fixed Parameter Tractability
We now show that pco-ec and pco-sc are fixed-parameter tractable. If G has m edges and there are s k conflicts of size k = 2, 3, . . ., then these problems can be solved in O((m 1.5 
First we consider pco-sc. For each subset conflict set S of size k incident on vertex v, in any valid parity constrained orientation at least one edge of S must be oriented away from v. Arbitrarily choose one edge e from each conflict set S to be oriented away; there are at most k≥2 k s k = O(1) ways to do this. Call this set of selected edges E * . For every edge e in E * , where e is part of subset conflict set S e , e connects v e , the vertex on which all edges in S e are incident, to w e , some other vertex. To form a new graph G , remove edge e and if node w e has a parity constraint, reverse it. A parity constrained graph orientation on G yields a solution to pco-sc on G, obtained by reinserting all edges e in E * with an orientation away from v e towards w e . If there is no parity constrained orientation on G , repeat for some other set E * . If no set E * yields a parity constrained orientation on G , there is no solution to pco-sc on G. If m is the number of edges in G, which differs from the number of edges in G only by a constant, then it is known that each execution of the pco algorithm takes O(n + m) time [14] . The pco algorithm is run at most k≥2 k s k times, giving a total polynomial runtime of O((n + m) k≥2 k s k ).
Now we consider pco-ec. We will reduce pco-ec to pco-vd, the parity constrained orientation problem in which each vertex has a minimum indegree given by a vertex demand function F : V → Z; this problem has already been solved by Frank et al. [10] . For each exact conflict set S of size k incident on vertex v, in any valid parity constrained orientation either (1) at least one edge must be oriented away, or (2) all edges are oriented toward v and v has indegree more than k. For each exact conflict set, either choose an edge e to orient away from v or place a demand of k + 1 on node v. There are at most k≥2 (k + 1) s k = O(1) ways to do this. Call the set of selected edges E * and the set of selected vertices V * . Remove the edges in E * as described previously, flipping the parity requirements of nodes w e , to form graph G . Search for a solution to pco-vd on G ; such a solution yields a solution to pco-ec when all edges e in E * are reinserted and oriented away from v e , towards w e . Run for all possible sets E * ∪ V * ; if no valid solution to pco-vd on G is found, there is no valid solution to pco-ec on G. If n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges in G, then solving pco-vdrequires time O(m 1.5 + n(n + m)) and this algorithm runs in polynomial time at most O((m 1.5 + n(n + m)) k≥2 (k + 1) s k ).
Polynomial time algorithms
In this section we present polynomial time algorithms for pco-dec and pco-dsc. We start by showing that in most cases we can restrict our attention to even orientations. In the even orientation problem (eo), we are given a multigraph G = (V, E), and we wish to find an orientation of G where every vertex has even indegree. Analogously to the variants of pco with additional constraints, we introduce the problems eo-ec, eo-dec, and eo-kdec for exact conflicts and eo-sc, eo-dsc and eo-kdsc for subset conflicts.
We reduce pco and most of its variants to the corresponding even orientation problems. The notable exception is pco-dec. We prove that the reduction holds for the more general optimization version of these problems as well. In the optimization version of pco with possible additional constraints, we wish to find a conflict-free orientation which satisfies the maximum number of parity constraints.
Lemma 3. The optimization versions of pco, pco-ec, pco-sc, and pco-dsc, can be reduced to the corresponding version of eo in linear time.
Proof. We first reduce the parity constrained orientation (pco) problem to the even orientation problem (eo), and then consider various additional constraints. Consider an instance I 1 of pco, that is, a multigraph G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) with a partial parity constraint p 1 : V 0 → {0, 1}, V 0 ⊆ V 1 . We construct an instance I 3 of eo in two steps.
Step 1: We construct an instance I 2 of pco by augmenting G 1 to a multigraph G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) with new edges and vertices such that all parity constraints are even. For each vertex v ∈ V 0 with odd constraint p 1 (v) = 1, add a new (dummy) vertex v ∈ V 2 and a new edge vv ∈ E 2 , with p 2 (v) = 0 and p 2 (v ) = 0. Let V be the set of dummy vertices. If G 1 has an orientation satisfying t 1 out of |V 0 | parity constraints, then G 2 has an orientation satisfying t 1 + |V | out of |V 0 | + |V | parity (i.e., evenness) constraints. Indeed, just orienting each dummy edge away from the dummy vertex means every dummy vertex has indegree 0, and the indegree of all adjacent vertices changes parity from odd to even. Conversely, if G 2 has an orientation satisfying the maximum number of parity constraints, say t 2 , then we can assume that all dummy edges are oriented away from the dummy vertices. After deleting all dummy edges and vertices, we obtain an orientation of G 1 satisfying t 2 − |V | parity constraints.
Step 2. Consider an instance I 2 of pco: a multigraph G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) with even parity constraints p 2 : V 0 → {0} for some V 0 ⊆ V 2 . We construct a new instance of pco in which the parity of every vertex is constrained to be even. Construct G 3 = (V 3 , E 3 ) from G 2 by adding one new (dummy) vertex w, and connecting every vertex v ∈ V 2 \ V 0 to w. If |E 3 | is odd, add one additional vertex w connected to w by a single edge. Set the parity constraint of every vertex in V 3 to even. If G 2 has an orientation satisfying t 2 out of |V 0 | parity constraints, then G 3 has an orientation satisfying t 2 + |V 2 \ V 0 | + 1 parity constraints, just by orienting each dummy edge to make the parity of each unconstrained vertex even. Conversely, if G 3 has an orientation satisfying t 3 parity constraints, then after deleting the dummy vertices and edges (and also removing the parity constraints from vertices in V 2 \ V 0 ) we obtain an orientation of G 2 satisfying t 3 − |V 2 \ V 0 | − 1 parity constraints.
In pco-ec, an instance I includes a family C of exact conflict constraints. We modify C as well in two steps. In the first step, we replace every conflict (C, v) where v ∈ V 0 , |C| is odd and p 1 (v) = 1, with a new conflict (C ∪ {vv }, v). In the second step, we replace every conflict (C, v) where |C| is odd and v ∈ V 2 \ V 0 with a new conflict (C ∪ {vw}, v). These modifications ensure that after removing the dummy edges and vertices, the set of incoming edges are not in conflict at any vertex.
In pco-sc and pco-dsc, an instance I includes a family C of subset conflict constraints. When we augment G with new (dummy) vertices and edges, we preserve all these constraints. Independent of the orientation of the dummy edges, the constraints are satisfied in all feasible orientations for I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 .
Remarks. With the above argument, every instance of pco-dec can be reduced to an instance of eo-ec, but the conflicts are no longer disjoint when we augment all conflicts at a vertex v with a common dummy edge.
Even orientations with disjoint exact conflict pairs
Let G = (V, E) be a connected multigraph, and let C ⊆ E 2 × V be a family of pairwise disjoint exact conflict pairs. We wish to find an orientation for G with a maximum number of even vertices such that whenever a vertex v has indegree 2 from edges e 1 and e 2 , then ({e 1 , e 2 }, v) / ∈ C. We present a polynomial time algorithm that either constructs an optimal orientation or reports that none exists. Without loss of generality, assume that G is connected.
Recall the definition of the line graph L(G). Given a multigraph G = (V, E), the nodes of L(G) correspond to E, and two nodes are adjacent iff the corresponding edges of G are adjacent. For a multigraph G = (V, E) and conflict pairs C ⊆ E 2 × V , we define the following subgraph of L(G). Let L = L (G, C) be the graph whose node set is E, and two nodes e 1 , e 2 ∈ E are adjacent in L iff they have a common endpoint v ∈ V and ({e 1 , e 2 }, v) / ∈ C. We show that an instance of the optimization version of eo-2dec for G and C reduces to a maximum matching over L (G, C).
Lemma 4. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph with disjoint exact conflict pairs C. There are t vertices with odd indegree in a conflict-free orientation of G that maximizes the number of even vertices iff there are t nodes uncovered in a maximum matching of L = L (G, C).
Proof. First, suppose that a maximum matching M of L covers all but t nodes. We construct a conflict-free orientation for G. For every edge (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ M , direct both e 1 and e 2 towards one of their common endpoints in G. We obtain a partial orientation of G, where all indegrees are even, since pairs of edges are directed towards each vertex of G. Since adjacent but conflicting edges are not connected in L , they are not matched in M , and thus there is no vertex in G with indegree 2 where the two incoming edges are in conflict.
Now consider the set of unmatched nodes of L , which is a set E * ⊆ E of edges in G of size |E * | = t. Out of any three edges incident to a common vertex, at least two can be matched, since the conflict pairs do not overlap. Hence each vertex v ∈ V is incident to at most two edges in E * ; and if v is incident to two edges in E * , then those edges are in conflict. So the edges in E * form disjoint paths and circuits in G. We can orient the edges in E * into distinct vertices in V . We obtain an orientation of G with exactly t odd vertices.
Next suppose that in a conflict-free orientation of G with the largest number of even vertices, there are exactly t odd vertices. We construct a matching of L . Consider a vertex v ∈ V . Partition the incoming edges of v into two subsets whose size differ by at most one such that conflicting pairs are in different classes. This is possible, since the conflict pairs are disjoint, and so every edge participates in at most one conflict pair at v. Fix a maximum matching between the two classes arbitrarily. We have matched adjacent edges, but no conflicting pairs. If v is even, then the matching is perfect, otherwise one edge remains unmatched. After repeating this for all vertices v ∈ V , we obtain a matching of L that covers all but t edges in E.
We use the following algorithm for constructing a desired even orientation. Given a multigraph G and disjoint exact conflict pairs C, construct graph L = L (G, C), compute a maximum matching M on L , and convert it into an orientation of G. For a graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges, the line-graph L has m nodes and O(m 2 ) edges. The general max-flow algorithm used to find maximum matchings runs in time cubic in the number of nodes, or in O(m 3 ) time. Since L is a unit-capacity graph, Dinic's blocking flow algorithm [1] gives a runtime of O(m 2.5 ).
Even orientations with disjoint exact conflicts
We reduce pco-dec with conflicts of size at least two to eo-2dec in linear time. (Recall that pco-dec has not been reduced to eo-dec in Section 3.1). A key ingredient of the reduction is a "switching network" that can rearrange the orientations of k edges of a conflict. This auxiliary network is defined as a graph N k with parity constraints and disjoint exact conflict pairs. It has 2k leaves: k input leaves a 1 , . . . , a k and k output leaves b 1 , . . . , b k . We draw N k in the plane such that the input leaves are on the left side, the output leaves are on the right side, and so it is convenient say that the orientation of each edge is either left-to-right (for short, right) or right-to-left (left). The network N k will have the following two properties: For every k > 2, the graph N k is composed of multiple copies of N 2 , similarly to a multistage switching network where the switches correspond to copies of N 2 . Specifically, N k consists of log k stages. Stage i = 1, . . . , log k consists of k/2 i copies of N 2 . For each copy of N 2 at stage i = 1, 2, . . . log k − 1, one output leaf is identified with an input leaf in the next stage, and the other output leaf becomes an output leaf of N k . Refer to the right of Fig. 4 for an example with k = 8. Note that graph N k has at most 6k nonleaf vertices.
Lemma 5. For every k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, graph N k satisfies both P 1 and P 2 .
Proof. For k = 2, the two disjoint conflict pairs at v ensure that if both input edges are oriented right, then the indegree of v is 4; if neither input edge is oriented right, then the indegree of v is 0. If exactly one input edge is oriented right, then the indegree of v is 2, and the second incoming edge may be any one of the two edges on the right side of v. It is now easy to verify that properties P 1 and P 2 hold. For k > 2, property P 1 follows from the fact that N 2 has this property and we identified input edges with output edges in adjacent copies of N 2 . For P 2 , assume that not all input edges have the same orientation. Consider an arbitrary valid orientation of N k . If the two input edges of the rightmost copy of N 2 have different orientations, then P 2 follows. Suppose that these two edges have the same orientation, say, both are oriented right. We show that N k has another valid orientation where these two edges have different orientations. Let a i be an input edge of N k oriented left. Note that N k contains a path from a i to the rightmost copy of N 2 . In all copies of N 2 along this path, there is a valid orientation such that the edges between consecutive copies of N 2 are oriented left. Combining these orientations, we obtain a valid orientation where b 1 is oriented left and b 2 right, as required.
Let I be an instance of pco-dec with conflicts of size at least 2. That is, I consists of a multigraph graph G = (V, E), a family of disjoint exact conflicts C ⊆ 2 E × V each with at least two edges, and parity constraints p : V 0 → {0, 1}. We may assume that at every vertex v ∈ V 0 , the number of edges in each conflict set is p(v) modulo 2, since all other conflict constraints are automatically satisfied. We create an instance I of eo-2dec, that is, a multigraph G = (V , E ) with disjoint conflict pairs C ⊆ E 2 × V such that G has a conflict-free even orientation iff G has a valid orientation.
For every vertex v ∈ V , we create a path π (v) in G as follows: If p(v) = 0, then π (v) = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) with three nodes; if p(v) = 1 or v ∈ V 0 , then π (v) = (v 1 , v 2 ) with two nodes. In order to balance the parity of unrestricted nodes v ∈ V \ V 0 , we create one common auxiliary vertex u 0 ∈ V , and connect it to v 2 for every v ∈ V \ V 0 . If |V \ V 0 | is odd, we also add a dummy vertex u 1 and a dummy edge u 0 u 1 (u 0 u 1 is oriented into u 0 in any even orientation of G ).
For each edge e ∈ E, we create an edge e ∈ E as follows. If e is incident to v and it is not part of any conflict at v, then let e be incident to v 1 . For each conflict pair ({e 1 , e 2 }, v), let the corresponding edges, e 1 and e 2 , be incident to v 1 , and let ({e 1 , e 2 }, v 1 ) ∈ C be an exact conflict pair. Finally, for each conflict ({e 1 , . . . , e k }, v) ∈ C, of size k ≥ 3, we create a copy of the network N k : identify the edges e 1 , . . . e k with the input leaves of N k , identify output leaves b 1 and b 2 with v 1 forming an exact conflict pair at v 1 , and identify the remaining k − 2 output leaves with v 2 . Fig. 5 shows an example for k = 6. This completes the specification of the new instance I of eo-2dec.
Lemma 6. Instance I of pco-dec with G, C, and parity constraints p has a conflict-free orientation iff instance I of eo-2dec with G and C has a conflict-free even orientation. Proof. Assume G has a conflict-free parity constrained orientation o. We construct a conflict-free even orientation o for G . Every edge e ∈ E corresponds to an edge e ∈ E . We set the orientation of e to be the same as e. It remains to specify the orientation of auxiliary structures. For every vertex v ∈ V , we orient edge v 1 v 2 ∈ E to make the indegree of v 1 even; and then the possible edges v 2 v 3 or v 2 u 0 are oriented to make the indegree of v 2 even. Since o satisfies the parity constraints at every vertex v ∈ V , and we added an dummy edge v 3 v 2 oriented into v 2 , it follows that the indegrees of all vertices v 1 , v 2 , and (if exists) v 3 are even. Next, we choose the orientations in the networks N k . For a conflict set ({e 1 , . . . , e k }, v) ∈ C, a network N k forwards two edges to a conflict pair at v 1 and the remaining k − 2 edges to v 3 . By properties P 1 and P 2 , the conflict pair has 0 (resp., 1 or 2) edges oriented into v 1 iff {e 1 , . . . , e k } has 0 (resp., 0 < < k or k) edges oriented into v. This implies that if o has no conflict at v ∈ V , then o has no conflict at v 1 ∈ V . Assume now that G has a conflict-free even orientation o . We construct a conflict-free parityconstrained orientation o on G. Recall that every edge e ∈ E corresponds to an edge e ∈ E . Let each e take the same orientation in o as e has in o . Suppose that the set of incoming edges at a vertex v ∈ V equals a conflict set {e 1 , . . . , e k }. Then the set of incoming edges of v 1 is the conflict pair {e 1 , e 2 }, that is, o is not a conflict-free orientation. It follows that o is a conflict-free orientation.
Even orientations with disjoint subset conflicts
We reduce eo-dsc to eo-2dec in linear time. Let I be an instance of eo-dsc, that is, a multigraph G = (V, E) with disjoint subset conflicts C of various sizes. We construct a new multigraph G = (V , E ) with disjoint exact conflict pairs such that G has a conflict-free even orientation iff G does.
The graph G is constructed by modifying G = (V, E). We make some local modifications for each subset conflict ({e 1 , . . . , e k }, v) ∈ C. If k is even, then replace the edges e 1 , . . . , e k with the configuration shown in Fig. 6(left) with k+2 new vertices u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k , w and one new exact conflict pair ({u 0 v, u 0 w}, u 0 ) ∈ C . If k is even, then replace the edges e 1 , . . . , e k with the configuration shown in Fig. 6 (right) with k + 3 new vertices u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k , v , w and one new exact conflict pair ({u 0 v, u 0 w}, u 0 ) ∈ C . By construction, the new exact conflict pairs in C are pairwise disjoint.
Lemma 7. Instance I of eo-dsc with G and subset conflict C has a conflict-free even orientation iff instance I of eo-2dec with G and C has a conflict-free even orientation.
Proof. Assume G has a conflict-free even orientation o. We construct a conflict-free even orientation o for G . The common edges of G and G should have the same orientation as in o. For each conflict ({e 1 , . . . , e k }, v) ∈ C, let the orientation of the edges e 1 , . . . , e k ∈ E be the same as e 1 , . . . , e k ∈ E, respectively. Since o is conflict-free, some edge e i ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is oriented away from v. The corresponding edge e i ∈ E is oriented away from u i , and so u 0 u i is oriented into u 0 . Therefore, {u 0 v, u 0 w} cannot be the set of edges oriented into u 0 . Since the indegrees of u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k are even (0 or 2), they uniquely determine the orientation of all edges incident to u 0 . Note also that the edge wu 0 is always oriented into v because the indegree of w must be 0. It follows that u 0 v is oriented into v in o iff an odd number of edges in {e 1 , . . . , e k } are oriented into v in o. That is, the contribution of a conflict to the parity of v is the same as the contribution of the edge u 0 v in o . Overall, if o is an even orientation, then o is even as well.
Assume now that G has a conflict-free even orientation o . We construct a conflict-free even orientation o for G. The common edges of G and G should have the same orientation as in o . For each conflict ({e 1 , . . . , e k }, v) ∈ C, let the orientation of the edges e 1 , . . . , e k ∈ E be the same as e 1 , . . . , e k ∈ E , respectively. Since o is conflict-free and the indegree of u 0 is even, some edge u 0 u i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is oriented into u 0 . This means that e i ∈ E is oriented away from u i , and the corresponding edge e i ∈ E is not oriented into v. Hence, not all edges in {e 1 , . . . , e k } are orieted into v. All vertices of G preserve their parity, hence o is even as well.
Conclusion
We have shown that the parity constrained orientation problem is NP-hard in the presence of exact or subset conflicts, and in fact already in the presence of conflict pairs. On the other hand, the problems are in P for disjoint conflict pairs. It remains an open problem to determine the status of PCO-DEC if all conflicts have one or two edges; while subset conflict sets with one edge are trivial, exact conflict sets with one edge are not, and our reductions only apply to exact conflicts with two or more edges.
